Structured Programming Opl Psion Organiser
organiser ii range of products - jaap sch - programming language called opl designed to enable you to
write programs easily to solve specific problems. the high-level opi language is essentially drawn from basic
but developed further by psion engineers using modern structured programming concepts. including an
optional audible alarm. plus a graphic representation of the weekly psion organiser ii - without it you're
on your own - the high-level, structured programming language built into the rom of the organiser is
essentially drawn from basic but developed further using modern structured programming concepts.
procedure-based, the language is psion organiser il's operating system is soft, so that the main menu can be
rearranged or functions added or deleted as desired. organiser range hand held computers - psion
develops, engineers and markets a powerful, cost ... • all machines can be programmed using opl (organiser
programming language). this simple, structured and powerful basic-like language with database handling
capabilities is run in compiled form yielding rapidly executing run-time modules. ... connect your front line oldcomputers - two programming languages are provided. opl/g is a high-level structured basic-like language
with database management and graphics enhancements, such as overlapping windows. standard 'c', familiar
to many developers, is also available extended to take advantage of multitasking, graphics and other
operating system components. applications of the psion organiser at strathclyde ... - the psion organiser
is a small hand-sized computer about the size of a (thick) pocket diary. despite its size, it is a complete
computer by any reasonable definition, with processor, 16-32kbyte memory, operating system, programming
language, resident software, and the ability to communicate with nicholson, dennis (1988) applications of
the psion ... - the psion organiser is a small hand-sized computer about the size of a (thick) pocket diary.
despite its size, it is a complete computer by any reasonable definition, with processor, 16-32kbyte memory,
operating system, programming language, resident software, and the ability to communicate with the use of
a hand-held computer to record clinical trial ... - the psion organiser ii has a built in programming
language (opl) which permits the development offairly complex structured programs. a pseudocompiler allows
the encryption (protection) of software before its distribution. thus, end users are prevented from modifying or
corrupting software they are provided with. the opl language is well ... speaking under gum trees with
palmtops - ajet - the computer, a psion mc-400, was to support digital audio, and, to this end, came with a
microphone and speaker built in. the digital audio unit itself was to be made available at a later date, and
would be designed to install in the mc-400 much as today’s pcmcia cards slip into current notepad computers.
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